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Some historians have described 1917 as “the worst year of the Great War” for 

Australia and Australians. To what extent is this an accurate statement? 

The year 1917 is considered to be the worst year of World War One for Australia because of the 

magnitude of the tragic loss of Australian lives. 1917 saw the ‘greatest causalities of any year, escalated 

domestic rancour, a bedrock war-weariness and the defeat of the second conscription referendum,’1 

all factors which contributed to this tragic time in Australia’s history. While casualty statistics from 1917 

support the fact that this year was devastating for Australia, this evidence is not sufficient to title 1917 as 

the ‘worst year in the Great War.’ Every year in the war from 1914 through to 1918 had a damaging 

impact on Australia and 1917 shouldn’t be given the title of the worst year just because it had the 

greatest death toll. Whilst undoubtedly tragic, other consequences of war such as the unimaginable 

human suffering on the fronts and the impact on the Australian Homefront, are all factors that were 

equally terrible in making all years of the World War One ‘ the worst period’ in Australia’s history.  

Logically, statistics could be interrupted to presume that 1917 could be considered the worst year for 

Australia during the Great War.  However death was tragic in all of the years of the Great War, so it is 

insensitive to ignore deaths in other years too. In 1917, 21 736 Australians were killed in battle.2  These 

causalities counted for twice the number of deaths in France, or three times than those in Gallipoli.3 

Historian Joan Beaumont argues that “what made these losses so terrible was not just their scale but the 

fact that they occurred three years into the war…4” Beaumont’s implies that Australia as a nation, 

considers the deaths of 1917 more tragic than those in other years of the war, due to the large “scale” 

of lives lost.  The fact that these lives were lost three years into the war is irrelevant and dishonours the 

other 22, 184 AIF men who lost their lives in the years of 1914-19165.  On paper, 21 736 deaths in one 

year compared to 21 184 deaths over two years, sounds like a massive difference and logically 

speaking it could be feasible to argue 1917 was the worst year. Beaumont does not consider that 

altogether, 43, 920 6Australian lives were lost in those three years of war. Therefore no year in the war 

should be titled “the worst year” because all loss of life during the Great War, was equally tragic. 

Evaluating which year was the worst requires more than just the statistics.  

Death, alone doesn’t make one particular year in the war the worst, other factors like human suffering 

makes war as a whole terrible. In military sense, the Western Front was a ‘baptism of fire for the new 

nation of Australia,’7 a baptism of fire that began in 1915 with Gallipoli, and continued into 1916 when 

Australians were needed by the British on the Western Front (not 1917). 300,000 Australians served on 

the Western Front8 over the period of four years. These Australians were ordinary young men and 

women who fought, nursed, cooked, drove ambulances and dug trenches. 9 According to C.E.W 

Bean, they were ordinary people, “doing their particular work as their country would wish them to do 

it.”10 Yet these “ordinary people” suffered through extra-ordinary circumstances. Bogged down in 

trenches and mud, surrounded by the injured and sick, suffering from the cold and not to mention 

the exhaustion they were experiencing from advancing, retreating and fighting. With soldiers 

suffering like this, no wonder Australians on the Western Front had the highest casualty rate of 65 

percent11.  In 1916, a photograph taken by Bean and his team captures the “devastating area” 

around the Somme12. There is no sign of life in the image, apart from the soldier standing amongst the 
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rubble, reflecting on the days that have past. The rubble consists of wet mud, bullet shells and debris, 

consisting of piles of wood and twigs. This scenery is a reflection of the inhumane conditions soldiers 

were fighting under. Australian soldiers laid deep within the wet mud, to protect themselves, while 

taking others’ lives for the purpose of war. In 1917, a photograph was taken that captures 

unidentified Australian troops resting beside their rifle after the occupation of Bapaume, portraying  

the exhaustion of these young men. Surrounded by rubble, a reminder of the battle that has past, 

they lie lifeless, yet the rifles are a reminder that these men still had a job to do. These sources, just a 

few out of thousands, describe the terrors and horrors that Australian soldiers had to endure 

throughout the First World War. Soldiers suffered throughout all of the years of the Great War. 

Ultimately, the date is insignificant, for suffering is suffering, and nothing can take away from the pain 

that Australian soldiers had to endure during every year of World War 1.  

Furthermore, the Great War was tragic and devastating for Australians on the Homefront who were not 

directly in the war. During the first years of Australia’s involvement in the war, many believed that the 

war was worth the sacrifice being made.13 Sons … of this land were capable of patriotism, self-sacrifice, 

patience and discipline… and their mothers, wives and daughters, [were to show patience] and 

service at home.14  The rush to enlist portrayed in Ernest Scott’s “Australia during the War” graph which 

shows reached its highest point, in 1915, with just over 35 00015 Australians signing up for the challenge, 

in hopes of freedom for the Australian nation. However, as the war progressed, the Australian public 

learnt that ‘sons … were capable of patriotism, self-sacrifice, patience and discipline’16 however their 

mothers, wives and daughters weren’t showing patience and service, but were rather struggling to 

come to terms with the reality of the war. The reality of war, meant loss and grief for Australians. Grief 

swept across the nation, and individuals were consumed by the unknown of the death of their loved 

ones. Mary Elliot was a mother of a soldier who was killed but never knew the full extent of her son’s 

death until later.  She felt that ‘the suspense [was] awful … [she couldn’t] make anything of the war but 

[felt that it was] wrong, wrong, and wrong, from beginning to end.’17 Loss of loved ones, made people 

on the Homefront, angry and disillusioned, indicating a change in Australia’s once positive perception 

of war.   

The war also caused great tensions in Australia. With recruitments weak, it was clear the voluntary 

system, was not to be relied on for recruitments anymore. Therefore, Australian Prime Minister, Billy 

Hughes was forced to re-open the conscription debate for the second time, after an unsuccessful 

attempt in 1916. With consciousness raised about the reality of living with war, the “Blood Vote” 

campaign began. 18A propaganda flyer created by E.J Dempsey, Claude Marquet and W.R Winspear 

suggests that if a mother votes yes, she is signing her son, or any other young man’s life away and “the 

priceless blood of men” was on her hands. Therefore, the conscription debate proves that by 1917, 

many Australians had suffered enough and were saying no to war. At this time, Melbourne Archbishop 

Dr Daniel Mannix was the leader of the ‘no campaign,’ as he believed, “Australia ha[d] done her full 

share…. in this war.”  Her loyalty to the Empire has been lauded to the skies, and the bravery of her sons 

has won the admiration of friend and foe alike.”19 Mannix honours the bravery of Australians in the 

campaign to win the war, however, believed the fighting needed to stop. Australia suffered enough in 

all years of the War, and not just in 1917.  

In conclusion, 1917 shouldn’t be ignored as a devastating year during the World war One, for it did 

count for the highest death toll. However, it is the reality of war, which makes every year of World War 1 

equally tragic. Every year of the war had caused pain, such as the suffering of thousands and the 

struggle to come to live with the war on the home front. Therefore, no year should be titled “the worst 

year of world war one” as every life lost, every battle, every struggle that Australians endured, led to this 

dark tragic time in Australia’s history.  
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